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Exercises for Global Software Engineering

Activity 1 (HW) Lotus Notes Topics

Find the Homework BBoard on the project homepage and log on. Post a Topic. Your post may have any
subject, be creative! Explain your subject in the Message Content. Choose the Activity 1 category for your
post and attach up to three small files.

Find your post in the By Category view and review it. Then edit your post and attach more files, so that
your post ends up with exactly 4 attachments.

Reply to your post with a different subject and send a Notification to yourself. Make sure to only keep the
relevant parts of the previous post that you are directly replying to. If there is nothing of relevance in your
first post, do not include any part of it.

Open your email client and read the notification that you just sent to yourself.

Activity 2 (HW) Lotus Notes Issues

Log on to the Homework BBoard and post an Issue. Formulate the subject as a question that prompts for
elaborate answers, explain the validity of the question in the Message Content. Your post should be about
a technical issue that is relevant to the project.

Post two different Proposals in reply to your issue which suggest possible answers.

Post at least one argument in favor and one argument opposed of each proposal.

Activity 3 (HW) Project Address Book

From any of your posts, follow the link of your name to the project address book. Follow the Help link on
the bottom right and read about the personal preferences for the project BBoards that you can set in the
Misc section. Edit your address book entry and include information on how you can be reached by phone.

Open the by Group View and follow the link on the upper left back to the project homepage.
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